
Dear Chip Chandler, 	 11/4/91 
I ap2reciate your letter very much. Thanks. 

I suppose because of the weekend your priority mail letter did not get here until 
today. 

I have nerve deafnesa I did not inherit so y  know what you mean. I have a friend 
with a mora acute problem. He has a apecial phone that he can use with no toouble. It 
has a spenkar and an amplifiier/ 

In genera/ you'll be welcome any time, depending on how I feel. I tire easily and 
there is much I still try to do when I'm not too tired. 

Much about additional pictures has come to light since I finished that° VW, about 
5/67, but I know of no depentiable published Linn-Elation on these other pictures. 

This is a mark on our county.!' heritage but other than what I've done I do not know 
what can be done about it. Unless someone were to carry what I did farther, and that I 
fox would take a lifetime.It is one of tho very blackest marks and the greatest of 
tragediea, in all aspects. 

If we get a copy of Oswald in "ow Orleans, or if my wife hats one hidden away of 
which I do not know, I'll lot you know. I had a xerox master and we nolycan481 find it. 
If we do I'll be glad to orovide xeroxen of it.If you can find one please feel free to 
do your own :teroxing. 

Thanks and beat wishes, 

Right at this time we have a copy of OSWALD IN NEW ORLEANS. Occasionally 
we are able to procure one which we sell for $26.25, includiva postage and 
insuranta:a If you would like it, pluaae let us kaow but i'LLI4SL do not ell 
anyone where you obtained it because having to answer every letter such 
information would generate would take more time and energy than we ::au speed 
on it. 



November 1, 1991 

Mr. Harold Weisberg 
7627 Old Receiver Road 
Frederick, MD 	21701 

Dear Mr. Weisberg, 

I am writing to you today concerning our phone conversation of Saturday, 10-26-91. 
Again, I want to emphasize how much I appreciate your taking the time to talk to 
me on the two different occasions that I have called you. It was also, as I have 
said quite an honor to be able to talk to you. 

I have found that other researchers are not as kind with their time, and seem to 
really be upset when I have tried to call and talk with them. Then, when I was 
able to get through to you - and spend as much time as you let me talk - I was 
very surprised and excited that I finally was able to talk with the one person, 
who in my opinion has always been on line" with what this investigation should 
be about - our national honor! 

I have just finished the third of your books - PHOTOGRPHIC WHITEWASH - suppressed 
Kennedy Assassination pictures - and I cannot tell you how much I have gotten out 
of these books, considering how many other books I have read on this subject over 
the years. I am looking forward to starting the next in your series - WHITEWASH IV! 

As you told me I am reading all of your books in sequence, and as I read them I 
am making some very detailed notes and questions. As for these questions (that I 
am sure that I will have more of after I finish reading WHITEWASH IV & Postmortem) 
this is what I was asking you about in our last conversation on 10-26-91. I wish 
that there would be some way I could talk to you about these and some other things 
pertinent to this subject. 

I have an inherited nerve deafness in both ears, and this makes talking over the 
phone alot harder for me, as I depend on reading someones lips as I talk to them 
to be able to completely understand what they are saying - maybe this will answer 
why it may have seemed to you that I was not getting everything that you told me 
in our phone conversations. So I guess what I am getting around to is that when I 
do finish all of your works, would there be anyway possible for me to be able to 
come and visit with you at you convenience - and for as little or as much time as 
you would be able to allow me. I certainly understand that this is a lot to ask, 
but I am so caught up in this and I want to continue to be able to dig for myself 
to find out some things - but I just do not know exactly how to get any farther 
than I am at at this time. I would also completely understand if this would be to 
much of an inconvenience for you, and I would just appreciate what ever help and 
advice you could give me. I just do not want to believe that there is nothing that 
cannot be done to correct this mark on our countrys heritage. 

I am enclosing with this a SASE for you to reply back to me on these various questions 
I have asked. If you do think that it would be possible for me to come and visit with 
you, please let me know how you would want to go about it. If not, is there some way 
for us to correspond that I could learn some of what you could offer me? 

Thank you again for your patience with me, and for allowing me to talk with you as I 
have. I hope for your continued good health and Look forward to hearing from you soon! 

Sincerely, 
P.S. Is there no chance of me being able to 

get a copy of your book: OSWALD IN NEW 

ORLEANS. Please advise! 
Mr. Chip Chandler 
P.O. Sox 434 

Simpoonville, SC 29661 

Chip Chandler 


